Main Obstacles to Admitting Additional Students by Program Type, 2018

- **Lack of Faculty**: PN/VN (28%), ADN (25%), Diploma (8%), BSN (25%), BSRN (8%), MSN (14%), Doctorate (29%)
- **Lack of Classroom**: PN/VN (10%), ADN (10%), Diploma (50%), BSN (13%), BSRN (18%), MSN (34%), Doctorate (3%)
- **Lack of Clinical Placements**: PN/VN (39%), ADN (50%), Diploma (17%), BSN (45%), BSRN (71%), MSN (49%), Doctorate (18%)
- **Other**: PN/VN (24%), ADN (15%), Diploma (25%), BSN (17%), BSRN (3%), MSN (18%), Doctorate (50%)

Biennial Survey of Schools of Nursing, 2018